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Abstract
We report the discovery of the microlensing planet OGLE-2018-BLG-0740Lb. The planet is detected with a very
strong signal of Δχ2∼4630, but the interpretation of the signal suffers from two types of degeneracies. One type
is caused by the previously known close/wide degeneracy, and the other is caused by an ambiguity between two
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solutions, in which one solution requires the incorporation of ﬁnite-source effects, while the other solution is
consistent with a point-source interpretation. Although difﬁcult to be ﬁrmly resolved based on only the photometric
data, the degeneracy is resolved in strong favor of the point-source solution with the additional external
information obtained from astrometric and spectroscopic observations. The small astrometric offset between the
source and baseline object supports that the blend is the lens and this interpretation is further secured by the
consistency of the spectroscopic distance estimate of the blend with the lensing parameters of the point-source
solution. The estimated mass of the host is 1.0±0.1Me and the mass of the planet is 4.5±0.6MJ (close
solution) or 4.8±0.6MJ (wide solution) and the lens is located at a distance of 3.2±0.5kpc. The bright nature
of the lens, with I∼17.1 (V∼ 18.2), combined with its dominance of the observed ﬂux suggest that radial-
velocity (RV) follow-up observations of the lens can be done using high-resolution spectrometers mounted on
large telescopes, e.g., Very Large Telescope/ESPRESSO, and this can potentially not only measure the period and
eccentricity of the planet but also probe for close-in planets. We estimate that the expected RV amplitude would
be ~ -i60 sin m s 1.
Key words: gravitational lensing: micro – planetary systems
1. Introduction
Microlensing provides a tool to detect exoplanets because a
planetary companion to a lens can manifest its presence
through the perturbation to the lensing light curve produced by
the host of the planet (Mao & Paczyński 1991; Gould &
Loeb 1992). The characteristics of the planetary signal varies
depending on the lens-system conﬁgurations, and the analysis
of the signal enables one to determine the planet-host mass
ratio, q, and the projected planet-host separation in units of the
angular Einstein radius θE, s. However, determining these
planet parameters is often hampered by various types of
degeneracy, which lead to multiple interpretations of the
observed signal. Finding the types of degeneracies and
understanding their origins are important to identify similar
degeneracies in subsequent analyses and thus to correctly
interpret the observed signal.
The types and origins of degeneracies for some speciﬁc cases
of planetary signals are known. The “close/wide degeneracy”
is the most well-known type, which causes difﬁculty in
distinguishing the perturbations produced by central caustics
induced by planetary companions with separations s and s−1.
This degeneracy is intrinsic in the sense that it is rooted in the
symmetry of the lens equations between the lenses with s and
s−1 (Griest & Safazadeh 1998; Dominik 1999; An 2005). The
“binary-source/planet degeneracy” is an accidental degener-
acy, which causes difﬁculty in distinguishing a short-term
planetary anomaly from the anomaly produced by a subset of
binary-source events with a small ﬂux ratio between the binary-
source stars and the close approach of the faint source
companion to the lens (Gaudi 1998). It was recently found
that this degeneracy not only applies to a short-term anomaly
but also can extend to various cases of planetary lens system
conﬁgurations (Jung et al. 2017; Dominik et al. 2019; Shin
et al. 2019).
With the increasing number of planetary microlensing
events, various types of degeneracies have been newly
identiﬁed. Many of these degeneracies are caused by the
ambiguity in determining the exact source trajectory with
respect to the caustic. Such an ambiguity was ﬁrst predicted by
Gaudi & Gould (1997), who pointed out that the magniﬁcation
pattern on the near and far sides of the major-image caustic,
which represented the planetary caustic produced by a planet
with s>1.0, were similar, and thus the anomalies produced by
the source approaching both sides of the caustic were similar to
each other: “major-image degeneracy.” Han et al. (2018a)
pointed out that for some speciﬁc lens-system conﬁgurations, a
similar degeneracy could occur for planetary anomalies
produced by the minor-image caustic, which was produced
by a planet with s<1.0. Skowron et al. (2018) found that a
major-image degeneracy could also occur in the case of
anomalies resulting from the source star’s caustic crossings.
This “caustic-chiral degeneracy,” which occur when there is a
gap in data, results in similar values s but substantially different
q, while the degeneracy between two non-caustic-crossing
degenerate solutions considered by Gaudi & Gould (1997)
results in a similar value of q. Hwang et al. (2018) reported a
new type of discrete degeneracy between the solution in which
the major-image caustic was fully enveloped and the solution in
which only one side of the caustic was enveloped. The two
solutions subject to this so-called “Hollywood degeneracy”
(Gould 1997) result in different mass ratios because the source
passes through the caustic in different places relative to its
center.
In this paper, we present the analysis of the microlensing
event OGLE-2018-BLG-0740, which exhibits a strong short-
term anomaly produced by a planetary companion. We ﬁnd
that the interpretation of the planetary signal suffers from a new
type of discrete degeneracy caused by the incomplete coverage
of the planetary anomaly. In Section 2, we mention the data
acquisition and processing. In Section 3, we describe the
procedure of the data analysis and depict the degeneracy found
from the analysis. We characterize the source star in Section 4
and present the physical parameters of the planetary system
estimated from Bayesian analysis in Section 5. In Section 6, we
present the external information that enables us to resolve the
degeneracy. In Section 7, we discuss the possibility of further
characterizing the planetary system, including measuring the
planet’s period and eccentricity as well as probing for
additional planets, using radial velocity (RV) measurements. In
Section 8, we summarize the results and conclude.
2. Observation and Data
The source star of the microlensing event OGLE-2018-BLG-
0740 is located toward the Galactic bulge ﬁeld with equatorial
coordinates (R.A., decl.)J2000=(18:08:42.47, −29:50:08.9),
which correspond to the Galactic coordinates (l, b)=(1°.74,
−4°.80). The apparent baseline brightness of the star before
lensing magniﬁcation was Ibase∼16.87. We note that the
source is heavily blended as we will show in Section 4 and only
∼2% of the measured ﬂux comes from the source star.
The lensing event was ﬁrst found by the Optical Gravita-
tional Lensing Experiment (OGLE: Udalski et al. 2015) on
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2018 May 8 (HJD′≡HJD− 2,450,000∼ 8246) when the
source had apparently brightened by ∼0.14 mag from the
baseline, and the discovery of the event was notiﬁed to the
microlensing community. On 2018 May 16 (HJD′∼ 8254), the
event was also found by the Microlensing Observations in
Astrophysics (MOA) group (Bond et al. 2001; Sumi et al.
2003). In the “MOA Transient Alerts” page, the event was
listed as MOA-2018-BLG-147. OGLE observations were
conducted mostly in I band, with occasional V-band observa-
tions for the source-color measurement, with ∼1 day cadence
using the 1.3m telescope located at Las Campanas Observa-
tory in Chile. MOA observations were carried out in a
customized broad R band with ∼1 hr cadence using the 1.8m
telescope located at the Mt.John University Observatory in
New Zealand.
The event was independently discovered by the Korea
Microlensing Telescope Network (KMTNet: Kim et al. 2016)
survey in its annual post-season analysis (Kim et al. 2018) and
was designated as KMT-2018-BLG-1822. KMTNet observa-
tions were conducted using three identical 1.6m telescopes that
are located at the Siding Spring Observatory, Australia
(KMTA), Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory, Chile
(KMTC), and the South African Astronomical Observatory,
South Africa (KMTS). During the period near the anomaly,
KMTNet observed this ﬁeld with cadence of 2.5 hr from
KMTC and 3.3 hr from KMTA and KMTS. KMTNet
observations were conducted both in I and V bands, and one-
tenth of KMT I-band observations are complemented by V-
band images.
In addition to the usual photometric observations, additional
spectroscopic follow-up observations were conducted using the
Inamori Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS,
Dressler et al. 2011) mounted on the 6.5m Magellan-Baade
telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. As will be
discussed in Section 4, the spectroscopic observations were
conducted to specify the stellar type of the blend object.
The event was analyzed in real time with its progress. On
2018 May 14 (HJD′∼ 8252), V.Bozza noticed a single point
anomaly at HJD′=8250.89 in the OGLE data, which was
conﬁrmed to be real by the OGLE group. The anomaly was
additionally conﬁrmed in real-time by the MOA (3 points) and
later by KMTNet data sets (3 KMTC and 2 KMTA points).
Since the anomaly was conﬁrmed, a series of models
describing the anomaly were circulated by V.Bozza, A.Cas-
san, and Y.Hirao. Although there existed slight variation in
detailed lensing parameters, all models agreed that the anomaly
was produced by a planetary companion.
Photometric data sets used in the analysis are processed
using the photometry codes of the individual survey groups:
Udalski (2003), Bond et al. (2001), and Albrow et al. (2009)
for the OGLE, MOA, and KMTNet surveys, respectively. All
of these codes are based on the difference imaging technique
developed by Alard & Lupton (1998). We normalize the error
bars of the individual data sets following the procedure
described in Yee et al. (2012). In order to measure the source
color, we additionally conduct photometry using the pyDIA
photometry (Albrow 2017) for a subset of the KMTNet data
(KMTC I- and V-band data sets).
In Figure 1, we present the light curve of the lensing event.
The curve superposed on the observed data points represents
the model based on the single-lens (1L) and single-source (1S)
modeling excluding the anomaly part of the data. The inset
shows the enlarged view of the anomaly, which occurred at
tanom∼8251. The duration of the anomaly, which lasted less
than a day, is short. Apart from the anomaly, one ﬁnds that the
event is well described by a 1L1S model.
3. Interpretation of the Anomaly
For the interpretation of the anomaly, we conduct modeling
of the light curve. The observed short-term anomaly is a
characteristic feature produced by a planetary companion to the
lens, and thus we ﬁrst conduct modeling under the assumption
that the lens is composed of two masses: 2L1S model. Because
it is known that such an anomaly could in principle also be
produced by a companion to a source, we also conduct
modeling under the binary-source assumption: 1L2S model.
3.1. 2L1S Modeling
A short-term planetary microlensing signal is produced by
the passage over or approach of the source close to the caustic
induced by the planet. The planet-induced caustics are
classiﬁed into two types: “central” and “planetary” caustics.
The central caustic is located close to the primary lens, while
the planetary caustic is located away from the primary with a
separation ∼s−s−1. For the properties of the planet-induced
caustic, see Chung et al. (2005) and Han (2006) for the central
and planetary caustics, respectively.
Under the planetary interpretation of the anomaly, one can
heuristically characterize the planet. The values of (t0, u0,
tE)∼(8254.6, 0.035, 71 days) obtained from the 1L1S
modeling for the data excluding the anomaly, together with
tanom∼8251.0, where the times t0 and tanom are expressed in
HJD′≡HJD−2,450,000, indicate that the caustic is located
relatively close to the primary, and thus the perturbation is
likely to be produced by the central caustic rather than the
planetary caustic. One can estimate the source trajectory angle
α (with respect to the binary axis) from the relation
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )a = - ~
- u t
t t
tan 2.5 radian, 11 0 E
anom 0
Figure 1. Light curve of the microlensing event OGLE-2018-BLG-0740. The
solid curve superposed on the data points represents the single-lens and single-
source (1L1S) model obtained by ﬁtting the data excluding those around the
anomaly at HJD′∼8251. The inset shows the enlarged view of the anomaly.
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which is very similar to the value obtained from detailed
modeling described below.
We conduct systematic analysis of the observed data to
search for the exact lensing parameters. In the ﬁrst step of this
analysis, we conduct grid searches for the binary-lens
parameters (s, q), while the other lensing parameters (t0, u0,
tE, α) are searched for using a downhill method of the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Goodman &
Weare 2010). For the parameters (t0, u0, tE), we use the values
obtained from the 1L1S modeling as initial parameters. For the
source trajectory angle, we seed 21 different initial values
around a unit circle. The sudden change of the source
brightness (ΔI∼ 0.4) before and after the perturbation suggests
that the perturbation was produced by the caustic crossings of
the source. We, therefore, include an additional parameter of ρ
(normalized source radius), which represents the ratio of the
angular source radius θ* to θE, i.e., ρ=θ*/θE, to account for
ﬁnite-source effects that affect the light curve during caustic
crossings. From this ﬁrst step analysis, we identify local
minima in theΔχ2 plot on the plane of the grid parameters, i.e.,
s–q plane. In the second step, we reﬁne the individual local
solutions by allowing all parameters, both the grid parameters
(s, q) and the MCMC parameters (t0, u0, tE, α, ρ), to vary.
From the 2L1S modeling, we identify four discrete
degenerate solutions. In Table 1, we list the lensing parameters
of these solutions, together with their χ2 values. The mass
ratios for all of the solutions are q<10−2, indicating that the
lens is a planetary system. The planetary solutions greatly
improve the ﬁt by Δχ2∼4630 with respect to the 1L1S
solution. Despite the very strong planetary signal, the χ2
differences between the degenerate solutions are merely
Δχ223, and thus the degeneracy is substantial. In
Figure 2, we present the model light curves of the individual
solutions in the region of the anomaly. In Figure 3, we also
present the lens-system conﬁgurations, which show the source
trajectories with respect to the caustic, of the individual
solutions. As expected from the location of the anomaly lying
close to the peak of the light curve and the strong deviation
from the 1L1S model, the anomaly is produced by the crossing
of the source over the central caustic induced by the planetary
companion for all cases of the degenerate solutions.
We inspect the origin of the degeneracy and ﬁnd that there
exist two types of degeneracies. The ﬁrst degeneracy is caused
by the uncertain planet-host separation. This is shown in the
upper panel of Figure 4, in which we present the Δχ2
distribution of MCMC points on the s–q plane. From the
locations of the local solutions, it is found that two solutions
have similar mass ratios of q∼5×10−3 and the other two
solutions have mass ratios q∼2×10−3. For the pair of
solutions with similar mass ratios, it is found that one solution
has a separation s<1.0, while the other solution has a
separation s>1.0. This indicates that the degeneracy between
the pair of solutions with s<1.0 and s>1.0 is caused by the
well-known “close/wide degeneracy.” For planetary lens
systems with very low mass ratios and projected separations
substantially greater or smaller than unity, the planetary and
central caustics are well separated. In such cases, the projected
separations of the two degenerate solutions subject to the
close/wide degeneracy are in the relation of « -s s 1. In the
case of OGLE-2018-BLG-0740, the projected separations of
the pairs of the degenerate solutions slightly deviate from this
relation because the separations are close to unity: s∼0.9 for
the close solutions and s∼1.2 for the wide solutions.
We ﬁnd that the other degeneracy arises due to the ambiguity
in the normalized source radius, ρ, caused by the incomplete
coverage of the anomaly. To show this, we mark the positions
of the local solutions on the ρ–q parameter plane presented in
the lower panel of Figure 4. It is found that there exist two
Table 1
Lensing Parameters of Planetary Solutions
Parameter Close+Finite Close+Point Wide+Finite Wide+Point
χ2 1265.4 1245.5 1267.5 1244.4
t0 (HJD′) 8254.347±0.031 8254.242±0.032 8254.351±0.029 8254.223±0.033
u0 0.038±0.003 0.036±0.003 0.038±0.003 0.033±0.003
tE (days) 62.63±4.37 64.58±4.24 65.64±3.47 70.12±5.16
s 0.91±0.01 0.86±0.01 1.18±0.01 1.26±0.01
q (10−3) 2.30±0.18 4.28±0.41 2.13±0.17 4.54±0.51
α (rad) 2.520±0.009 2.517±0.009 2.508±0.008 2.512±0.010
ρ (10−3) 0.99±0.10 <0.4 0.85±0.08 <0.5
Note.HJD′≡HJD−2,450,000.
Figure 2. Comparison of model light curves in the region of the anomaly. In
the top panel, the curves marked in blue, red, green, and purple colors are
models of the “close+ﬁnite,” “close+point,” “wide+ﬁnite,” and “wide
+point,” respectively, which are the four degenerate solutions found from
2L1S modeling. The lower four panels show the residuals from the individual
solutions. The black curve is the solution obtained from the 1L2S modeling.
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locals, in which the one with a smaller mass ratio, i.e.,
q∼2×10−3, has a normalized source radius of
ρ∼1.0×10−3, while the normalized source radius of the
other local with a larger mass ratio, i.e., q∼5×10−3, is
consistent with zero, i.e., point source. We refer to this
degeneracy as the “ﬁnite/point-source degeneracy.” The fact
that the solutions with different ρ values have different values
of s and q indicates that the ﬁnite/point-source degeneracy
causes ambiguity in the determinations of both s and q, while
the close/wide degeneracy causes ambiguity in the determina-
tion of only s.
We designate the individual local solutions as “close
+ﬁnite,” “close+point,” “wide+ﬁnite,” and “wide+point.”
Here the terms “close” and “wide” indicate s<1 and s>1,
respectively. The term “ﬁnite” is used to represent that the light
curve is subject to ﬁnite-source effects, while the term “point”
is used to represent that the light curve is consistent with that of
a point-source event. According to the point-source solutions,
the source positions corresponding to the anomalous data
points are well within the caustic and the data points during the
anomaly are placed in the “U”-shape trough region between the
caustic-crossing spikes of the light curve. According to the
ﬁnite-source solutions, on the other hand, most data points
correspond to the source positions during which the source was
crossing the caustic. See the data points around the anomaly
region of the light curve presented in Figure 2 and the
corresponding source positions presented in Figure 5.
In order to see the severity of the “ﬁnite/point-source”
degeneracy, in Figure 6, we present the cumulative distribution
of χ2 difference between the “ﬁnite-source” and “point-source”
solutions in the region of the anomaly. We note that the plot is
for the pair of the wide solutions with s>1.0, but for the pair
of the close solutions with s<1.0, the plot is very similar to
the presented Δχ2 distribution. From the Δχ2 plot, it is found
that the point-source solution is favored over the ﬁnite-source
solution by Δχ2∼18 during the anomaly. However, con-
sidering that this level of Δχ2 might be caused by systematics
in microlensing data together with the fact that the χ2
difference originates mainly from a few points, it is difﬁcult
to completely rule out the ﬁnite-source solution just based on
the observed photometric data.
We inspect the higher-order effects in the observed light
curve caused by the orbital motion of the observer, microlens-
Figure 3. Lens-system conﬁgurations of the four degenerate solutions found
from 2L1S modeling. In each panel, the line with an arrow represents the
source trajectory and the closed ﬁgures composed of concave curves are the
caustics. The lensing parameters corresponding to the individual solutions are
presented in Table 1.
Figure 4. Δχ2 distributions of points in the MCMC chain on the s–q (upper
panel) and ρ–q (lower panel) planes. Red, yellow, green, cyan, and blue colors
are used to indicate points with 1nσ, 2nσ, 3nσ, 4nσ, and 5nσ, respectively,
and n=5.
Figure 5. Source positions at around the time of the anomaly. The upper and
lower panels correspond to the “close/ﬁnite-source” and “close/point-source”
solutions, respectively. In each panel, the line with an arrow is the source
trajectory and the red curves represent the caustic. The small circles on the
source trajectory represent the source size. Although the source is consistent
with a point for the point-source solution, we show it with normalized radius
ρ=2.3×10−4 for reasons discussed in Section 6.
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parallax effects (Gould 1992), and the orbital motion of the
lens, lens-orbital effects (Dominik 1998). For this inspection,
we conduct a series of modeling separately and simultaneously
considering these effects. We ﬁnd that these modeling runs
result in little improvement of the ﬁt, with Δχ2∼2 when both
the higher-order effects are simultaneously considered. The
difﬁculty of measuring the higher-order effects arises because
the source is a faint star with I∼21.5 (see Section 4), and thus
the photometric quality is not high enough to detect subtle
deviations induced by the higher-order effects, despite the
relatively long timescale, tE60 days, of the event.
3.2. 1L2S Modeling
Because it is known that a short-term anomaly can also be
produced by a binary companion to the source, we additionally
conduct a 1L2S modeling. Besides the 1L1S lensing
parameters of (t0, u0, tE), this modeling requires the inclusion
of additional parameters of (t0,2, u0,2, qF), where t0,2 is the time
of the closest lens approach to the source companion, u0,2 is the
lens-companion separation at t0,2, and qF represents the ﬂux
ratio between the two source stars. For the initial value of t0,2,
we use the time of the anomaly, tanom. We set the initial values
of u0,2 and qF considering that the source has a small ﬂux ratio,
qF=1, and the lens approaches very close to the source
companion, u 00,2 , for 1L2S events producing short-term
anomalies.
In the upper panel of Figure 2, we present the model light
curve of the best-ﬁt 1L2S solution. It is found that the model
provides a poorer ﬁt than the 2L1S solutions. The χ2 difference
between the 1L2S and 2L1S solutions is Δχ2∼606. We,
therefore, reject this interpretation of the anomaly and conclude
that the origin of the anomaly is the planetary companion to
the lens.
4. Source and Blend
We characterize the source star based on its dereddened
color (V− I)0 and brightness I0. For the determinations of
(V− I)0 and I0, we use the method of Yoo et al. (2004), which
utilizes the centroid of the red giant clump (RGC) in the color–
magnitude diagram (CMD) as a reference to calibrate the color
and brightness of the source star. Deﬁning the source star is
important for the determination of the angular Einstein radius
because θE is related to the angular radius of the source star, θ*,
by the relation
( )q qr= , 2E *
where θ* is estimated from the source type and the normalized
source radius ρ is measured by analyzing the caustic-crossing
parts of the light curve.
We note that the angular Einstein radius can be measured
from the relation in Equation (2) for the “ﬁnite-source”
solutions because the ρ value is measured for these solutions,
but the value of ρ is not measured for the “point-source”
solutions and thus θE cannot be measured. For the “point-
source” solutions, however, one can set the lower limit of the
angular Einstein radius by
( )q qr= , 3E,min max
*
where ρmax represents the upper limit of the normalized source
radius. In Figure 7, we present the Δχ2 distribution of the
points in the MCMC chain on the q–ρ plane for the “wide
+point” solution. It shows that the upper limit is
ρmax∼0.5×10
−3 as measured at the 3σ level. The “close
+point” solution yields a similar value of ρmax.
In Figure 8, we mark the location of the source (empty circle
with error bars) in the CMD of stars around the source. Also
marked are the locations of the RGC centroid (red dot) and
blend (green dot). We determine the I- and V-band magnitudes
Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of Δχ2 between the “ﬁnite” and “point”
solutions (with s < 1.0) in the region of the anomaly. The black curve is the
distribution for all data sets, and the distributions for the individual data sets are
marked in different colors that match those of the legends. The light curve in
the upper panel is presented to show the region of χ2 difference.
Figure 7. Δχ2 distribution of points in the MCMC chain on the q–ρ plane for
the “wide+point” solution. Color coding is set to represent points within 1σ
(red), 2σ (yellow), 3σ (green), 4σ (cyan), and 5σ (blue) from the best-ﬁt value.
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of the source using the regression method for the KMTC
photometry data processed with the pyDIA photometry. We
note that the KMTC data are not calibrated, and thus the color
and magnitude are scaled to those of OGLE-III CMD
(Szymański et al. 2011) in order to estimate calibrated color
and brightness. The apparent color and brightness of the source
are (V− I, I)=(1.49± 0.11, 21.54± 0.01). From the offset of
Δ (V− I, I)=(− 0.20, 6.30) with respect to the RGC centroid
at (V− I, I)RGC=(1.69, 15.24), together with the known
dereddened color and brightness of the RGC centroid of (V− I,
I)RGC,0=(1.06, 14.35) (Bensby et al. 2011; Nataf et al. 2013),
we estimate that the dereddened color and brightness of the
source stars are (V− I, I)0=(0.87± 0.11, 21.53± 0.01). This
indicates that the source is an early K-type main-sequence star.
Once the dereddened V−I color is measured, we then convert
V−I color into V−K color using the color–color relation of
Bessell & Brett (1988), and then estimate the angular radius of
the source using the (V−K )/θ* relation of Kervella et al.
(2004). The estimated angular source radius from this
procedure is
( )q m= 0.28 0.04 as. 4*
With the measured angular source radius, the angular
Einstein radius, θE, and the relative lens-source proper motion,
μ=θE/tE, are determined. These values are
( )
q
m
= 
=  -
0.28 0.04 mas,
1.65 0.23 mas yr 5
E,FS
FS
1
for the “ﬁnite-source” solutions. We note that the estimated
values of θE and μ for the ﬁnite-source solutions are
substantially lower than qá ñ ~ 0.5 masE and
má ñ ~ -5 mas yr 1 of typical Galactic lensing events produced
by low-mass stars, ∼0.3Me, located halfway between the
source and observer, DL∼4 kpc, in the disk. If the ﬁnite-
source solution were correct, then the lens would very likely lie
in the bulge both because of the small Einstein radius and low
proper motion.
For the “point-source” solutions, for which only the upper
limit of ρ is determined, the corresponding lower limits are
( )q m> > -0.56 mas, 2.9 mas yr . 6E,PS PS 1
These values are reasonably consistent with those of typical
disk lens events. See Section 5 for the detailed discussion of the
probable lens locations for the individual solutions based on
microlensing data alone, and see Section 6 for the ﬁnal
determination of the lens distance using external data. In
Table 2, we list the estimated values of θE and μ for the ﬁnite-
source and point-source solutions.
The observed ﬂux is dominated by blended light and thus we
also characterize the blend. Another reason for identifying the
blend is to check the possibility that the blend is the lens such
as in the case of OGLE-2017-BLG-0039 (Han et al. 2018b).
The apparent color and brightness of the blend for OGLE-
2018-BLG-0740 are (V− I, I)b=(1.08, 17.13). Considering
the color and brightness, the blend is likely to be a main-
sequence star located in the disk. The extinction and reddening
toward the ﬁeld are AI∼0.79 and E(V− I)∼0.66, respec-
tively (Gonzalez et al. 2012). Assuming that the blend
experiences ∼1/2 of the total extinction and reddening toward
the bulge ﬁeld, the dereddened color of the blend is estimated
as (V− I)0,b∼(V− I)b−E(V− I)/2∼0.75. This corre-
sponds to the color of a G-type star.
The dominance of the observed ﬂux by the blended light
combined with the bright nature of the blend object enable us to
characterize the blend based on the spectra obtained from
follow-up observations. The spectroscopic follow-up observa-
tions were conducted using the IMACS spectrograph of the
Magellan-Baade telescope on UT 2019 March 22 08:40 with
5 minutes of exposure. We chose the 300 lines/nm grism with
17.5 degrees of Blaze Angle (i.e., dispersion of 1.341Å/pixel)
of the f/2 channel and the 0 9 slit. In Figure 9, we present the
spectrum of the baseline object along with the synthetic spectra
of stars from the BOSZ spectral library37 with Teff=5000 K,
Teff=6000 K, and Teff=7000 K, which correspond to those
of early K-, G-, and F-type stars, respectively. By ﬁtting the
blue portion of the IMACS spectrum as a function of
parameters interpolated over the ELODIE 3.2 library (Moul-
taka et al. 2004) of stellar spectra using the University of Lyon
Spectroscopic analysis Software (Ulyss) code (Koleva et al.
2009; Wu et al. 2011), we ﬁnd that Teff=5912±49 K,= glog 4.5 0.1, and [Fe/H]=−0.24±0.05, indicating
that the blend is an early G-type star, very similar to the Sun
Figure 8. Locations of the source and blend in the color–magnitude diagram
with respect to the centroid of red giant clump (RGC). The color and magnitude
are estimated based on the KMTC data set, but they are calibrated to OGLE-III
photometry.
Table 2
Lens Parameters from Bayesian Analysis
Parameter Point-source Finite-source
θE (mas) >0.56 0.28±0.04
μ (mas yr−1) >2.9 1.65±0.23
Mhost (Me) -+0.83 0.330.47 -+0.47 0.240.31
Mp (MJ) -+3.9 1.62.2 -+1.1 0.60.7
DL (kpc) -+4.2 1.61.6 -+7.2 1.00.9
a⊥ (au) -+3.3 1.31.3 (close) -+1.5 0.20.2 (close)
-+4.6 1.81.8 (wide) -+2.0 0.30.2 (wide)
Note.The two values of the projected planet-host separation a⊥ correspond to
the close and wide solutions.
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in temperature and gravity, though slightly lower in metallicity.
This is consistent with the spectral type estimated based on the
photometric data.
5. Physical Lens Parameters (Bayesian Analysis)
The mass M and distance DL to a lens can be uniquely
determined when both the angular Einstein radius θE and the
microlens parallax πE are simultaneously measured, i.e.,
( )qkp p q p= = +M D;
au
, 7E
E
L
E E S
where κ=4G/(c2au), πS=au/DS, and DS denotes the
distance to the source. For OGLE-2018-BLG-0740, the angular
Einstein radius is measured for the ﬁnite-source solutions and
the lower limit is constrained for the point-source solutions, but
the microlens parallax is not measured for either of these
solutions. We, therefore, estimate the physical lens parameters
by conducting a Bayesian analysis of the event with the
constraints of the measured event timescale and angular
Einstein radius.
The Bayesian analysis is carried out by producing a large
number of events, 106, from a Monte Carlo simulation based on
the prior conditions of lens mass composition, i.e., mass
function, and the distributions of astronomical objects and their
motion, i.e., physical and dynamical distributions, respectively.
For the mass function, we adopt the Chabrier (2003) model for
stars and the Gould (2000) model for stellar remnants. We
adopt the Han & Gould (2003) model for the physical
distribution of matter in the Galaxy and the Han & Gould
(1995) model for the dynamical distribution. A more detailed
description of the adopted prior models can be found in Section
5 of Han et al. (2018a). From the probability distributions of
the physical parameters for events with timescales and Einstein
radii within the ranges of the measured values, we estimate the
physical parameters and their uncertainties.
In Figure 10, we present the probability distributions of the
host mass and the distance to the lens constructed from the
Bayesian analysis. Because there exist two classes of
degenerate solutions, i.e., ﬁnite-source and point-source
solutions, we present two probability distributions corresp-
onding to the individual classes of solutions. In Table 2, we
present the estimated physical parameters of the lens system,
including the host mass, Mhost, planet mass, Mp, distance to the
lens, DL, and the physical projected separation between the
host and planet, a⊥. We note that the presented physical
parameters correspond to the median values of the probability
distributions and their lower and upper limits are estimated as
the 16% and 84% of the distributions, respectively. We note
that the two values of a⊥ correspond to the close and wide
solutions.
Note that, for the lens parameters, the physical parameters
estimated from the two classes of the degenerate solutions are
substantially different. According to the point-source solutions,
the masses of the host and planet are
( )= -+M M0.83 , 8host 0.330.47
and
( )= -+M M3.9 , 9p 1.62.2 J
respectively, and the distance to the lens is
( )= -+D 4.2 kpc. 10L 1.61.6
In this case, the planetary system consists of a super-Jupiter
mass planet and a G–K type host star located more likely in the
disk. According to the ﬁnite-source solutions, on the other
hand, the masses of the lens components are
( )= -+M M0.47 11host 0.240.31
and
( )= -+M M1.1 , 12p 0.60.7 J
Figure 9. Observed spectrum of the baseline object (top panel). The three
lower panels show the synthetic spectra of stars with Teff=5000 K,
Teff=6000 K, and Teff=7000 K, which correspond to those of early K-,
G-, and F-type stars, respectively. We mark the major spectral lines used to
determine the spectral type. The line marked by “O2,tell” (telluric O2 line)
indicates the oxygen molecular line produced by the Earth’s atmosphere.
Figure 10. Probability distributions of the lens mass (upper panel) and distance
(lower panel). The blue and red curves are the distributions for the ﬁnite and
point-source solutions, respectively.
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respectively. The lens is located at a distance of
( )= -+D 7.2 kpc. 13L 1.00.9
Then, the lens is a planetary system composed of a planet with
a mass similar to that of Jupiter and an M-dwarf host located in
the Galactic bulge. The differences between the physical
parameters for the two classes of solutions indicate that the
degeneracy reported in this work greatly affects the determina-
tions of the lens parameters.
6. Resolving the Degeneracy
Below we show that the degeneracy between the point-
source and ﬁnite-source solutions is resolved in favor of the
point-lens solution. In addition to the slightly better ﬁt to the
data, it is found that the point-source solution is also supported
by the external information obtained from astrometric and
spectroscopic observations.
One line of evidence for the preference of the point-source
solution comes from the identiﬁcation of the blend with either
the lens or its companion. This is identiﬁed from the
astrometric measurement of the offset between the source and
baseline object in the KMTNet images. From this measure-
ment, it is found that the offset is 0.07 pixels, which
corresponds to ∼28mas. The uncertainty in the position of
the source measured on the difference image is ∼0.1 pixel, and
thus the measured astrometric offset is consistent with the
measurement uncertainty of the baseline object on the template.
The probability of a random ﬁeld star with a brightness similar
to or brighter than that of the blend with Vb=18.21 lying this
close to the source is extremely low, p=3.6×10−5. This
indicates that the blend is not a ﬁeld star that happens to lie
close to the source. Excluding the possibility of a random ﬁeld
star, the blend can only be the lens itself, a companion to the
lens, or a companion to the source. However, the blend cannot
be a companion to the source because its spectroscopic type
and observed color and magnitude place it well in the
foreground. More speciﬁcally, being just slightly hotter than
the Sun, with marginally higher surface gravity, the blend has
(V− I)0∼0.68 and MI∼4.1. Hence,
E(V− I)=(V− I)b−(V− I)0,b=1.08−0.68=0.4 and so
AI;1.25E(V− I)=0.5. These values imply a distance
modulus = - -I M ADM 12.5I IL ,L ,L , and thus the blend
is located at a distance
( )( )= = + -D 10 3.2 0.5 kpc. 14b DM 5 5 3
We now argue that the blend is very likely to be the lens
itself rather than its companion. The ﬁrst point is that
Equation (14) implies that the lens-source relative parallax is
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )p = - = D Dau
1 1
0.188 0.042 mas. 15rel
L S
Here we adopt the distance to the source star of DS=8 kpc.
This is also the “blend-source relative parallax.” Hence we can
deﬁne an “Einstein radius of the blend”
( ) ( )q k p= = M 1.24 0.15 mas, 16E,b b rel 1 2
whereMb denotes the mass of the blend. If the lens is the blend,
then θE,b=θE. But if not, then θE,b is still a useful concept.
Now, suppose that the blend is a companion to the lens. We
know that the mass ratio Q≡Mb/M1?1 because the
spectrum does not show signiﬁcant light from a second star.
Suppose that the lens and blend are separated byΔθ. We deﬁne
S≡Δθ/θE, where again, θE is the Einstein radius of the lens.
Then the semi-diameter of the Chang–Refsdal (CR) caustic (in
units of θE) is w=2Q/S
2. We know that strictly
w<u0=0.04, because otherwise the light curve in Figure 1
would show huge residuals near the peak caused by the CR
caustic. We estimate w<u0/2 to avoid detectable residuals.
This leads to a limit
( )q q q qD = = = ~S Q
u u
4 4
12.4 mas, 17min min E
E
2
0 0
E,b
because q q= QE,b E. We note that Δθmax is independent of
the lens mass M1. But we also know that Δθ28 mas, which
is the measured astrometric offset between the source and
baseline object. Hence, the allowed range in separation is about
1/2 dex, which corresponds to 3/4 dex in period, which is
centered on roughly ( ) ~Plog day 5.2. From Duquennoy &
Mayor (1991), about 6% of G dwarfs have companions in this
separation range. Again using Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)
statistics, the mean Einstein radius (hence cross section) of
these companions will be lower than the primary by a factor of
0.64. Hence, there is only a 0.64×6%;4% chance that the
lens is a companion to the blend rather than the blend itself.
Finally, we consider the speciﬁc case of the “ﬁnite source”
solutions, for which θE=0.28 mas (Equation (5)). Because
q q q= QE E,b E, the lensing object responsible for the
event is the lower-mass component of the binary with
Q=(θE,b/θE)
2=(1.24 mas/0.28 mas)2∼20. As we just
argued, the general probability that the lens is such a
companion is low (∼5%). In addition, this would be a very
unusual three-body system, i.e., a solar-mass star, a brown-
dwarf companion at 50–100au, orbited by a two-Neptune-
mass “moon” at about 1au. Given that this model is already
seriously disfavored by the microlensing data, we regard the
low statistical probability just reported as well as the extreme
nature of the system implied as essentially ruling out this
possibility. Then, the only remaining possibility is that the
blend is the lens itself.
Knowing that the blend is very likely to be the lens, another
line of evidence supporting the point-source solution comes
from the consistency of the external distance measurement of
the lens, i.e., blend, by spectrum with the lensing parameters of
the point-source solution. With the angular Einstein radius of
θE;1.24 mas (Equation (16)) together with the estimated
source radius of θ*;0.28μas (Equation (4)), the normalized
source radius is
( )r qq= ~ ´
-2.3 10 . 18
E
4*
The estimated value of ρ is consistent with the centroid of the
cloud of MCMC points in the Δχ2 distribution on the q–ρ
plane for the point-source solution presented in Figure 7. This
indicates that the spectroscopically estimated lens distance is
consistent with the lensing parameters of the point-source
solution. In contrast, the spectroscopically estimated value of ρ
(Equation (18)) is signiﬁcantly different from the value of the
ﬁnite-source solutions, which is located in the range
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8.5×10−4ρ 9.9×10−4. We note that OGLE-2018-
BLG-0740 is the ﬁrst external mass measurement of a
microlens by spectrum, and this result is consistent with all
microlens model information.
Although consistent, the physical lens parameters estimated
from the spectrum are slightly different from those estimated
from the Bayesian analysis. Therefore, we additionally list the
lens parameters based on the spectrum in Table 3.
7. Radial-velocity Follow-up Observation
The facts that (1) the blend is the lens, (2) the lens, with
IL;17.1 and VL;18.2, is substantially brighter than typical
lenses, and (3) its ﬂux dominates the observed ﬂux suggest that
extra information such as the period and eccentricity of the
planetary system can be additionally obtained from follow-up
RV observations. In this section, we estimate the expected RV
amplitude of the planetary system for future follow-up
observations.
With the spectroscopically determined mass of the planet
host, i.e., M∼1.0Me, together with the planet/host mass
ratios of the point-source solutions, the mass of the planet is
⎧⎨⎩
( )
( ) ( )= =

M qM
M
M
4.5 0.6 close ,
4.8 0.6 wide ,
19p host
J
J
where the upper and lower cases represent the values
corresponding to the close and wide solutions, respectively.
The projected host-planet separation is
⎧⎨⎩
( )
( ) ( )q= =

a^ s D
3.4 0.2 au close ,
5.0 0.3 au wide .
20E L
Assuming a circular orbit and a random orientation of the
planet around the host, the mean value of the intrinsic
semimajor axis is
⎧⎨⎩
( )
( ) ( )á ñ = =

^a a
3
2
4.2 0.6 au close ,
6.1 0.6 au wide .
21
From Kepler’s third law, the orbital period of the planet is
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎧⎨⎩
( )
( ) ( )= ~

P
a
M
8.6 1.9 yr close ,
15.0 3.2 yr wide .
22
3 1 2
Then, the expected RV amplitude is
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎧⎨⎩
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
p=
~ 
-
-
v i q
a
P
i
i
i
sin
2
sin
62 11 sin m s close ,
55 10 sin m s wide .
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1
1
These RV amplitudes are big enough to be measured using
high-resolution spectrometers mounted on very large tele-
scopes. For example, for a G-type star at V=18, Very Large
Telescope (VLT)/Espresso can achieve 10ms−1 precision
with a single VLT telescope and 5–10ms−1 precision by
employing all four VLT telescopes. It should be noted that the
RV signal, i.e., v isin , depends on the inclination of the planet
orbit. For detections, therefore, the planet would need to have a
large inclination, as pointed out by Clanton & Gaudi (2014).
The motion of the lens is deﬁned from the combination of
spectroscopic and astrometric data. The radial velocity is
measured from the Magellan spectrum as
vr=−36±5kms
−1 after heliocentric correction. The pro-
jected velocity is estimated from the proper motion and
distance by m=v DL. In Table 4, we list the proper motion,
( )m m m= ,E N , and annual parallax, π, of the lens from the list
of Gaia data release 2 (Gaia DR2: Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018). Then, the east and north components of the projected
lens velocity are (vE, vN)=(μE, μN) DL=(25± 5,
−73± 5)kms−1. We note that the distance to the lens,
2.2kpcDL≡1/π12.5kpc, estimated from the Gaia
annual parallax, i.e., π=0.27±0.19 mas, is consistent with
the spectroscopic measurement of DL=3.2±0.5 kpc, but the
uncertainty is very large due to the signiﬁcant uncertainty of π.
Spectroscopic follow-up observations are important for two
major scientiﬁc reasons. First, these observations would allow
one to measure the period and eccentricity of the planet, which
has not been done before for any microlens planet. Second, one
can also probe for close-in planets, to which the RV method is
sensitive. We note that the predicted period is long, 8.6yr for
the close solution and 15.0yr for the wide solution, and thus
the microlensing planet can be conﬁrmed from spectroscopic
follow-up observations that are conducted several times per
year. We also note that denser sampling may enable the
discovery of close-in rocky planets and will allow the ﬁrst
exploration of the planetary system architecture by combining
the RV and microlensing methods. With these detections, the
planetary system would be the closest analog of the solar
Table 3
Lens Parameters from Spectrum
Parameter Close Wide
θE (mas) 1.24±0.15 L
μ (mas yr−1) 7.0±0.9 6.5±0.8
Mhost (Me) 1.0±0.1 L
Mp (MJ) 4.5±0.6 4.8±0.6
DL (kpc) 3.2±0.5
a⊥ (au) 3.4±0.2 5.0±0.3
a (au) 4.2±0.6 6.1±0.6
P (yr) 8.6±1.9 15.0±3.2
v isin (m s−1) (62±11) sin i (55±10) sin i
IL (mag) 17.13±0.01 L
VL (mag) 18.21±0.11 L
Note.θE and μ denote the angular Einstein radius and the relative lens-source
motion, respectively. a⊥ and a represent the projected planet-host separation at
the time of the peak lensing magniﬁcation and the semimajor axis, respectively.
P denotes the orbital period and v isin represents the RV amplitude. IL and VL
represent the I- and V-band magnitudes of the lens, respectively.
Table 4
Annual Parallax and Proper Motion
Parameter Value
π(mas) 0.27±0.19
μE (mas yr
−1) 1.67±0.36
μN (mas yr
−1) −4.85±0.31
Note.The values are adopted from the Gaia archive. The quantity π denotes
the annual parallax, and μE and μN represent the east and north components of
the proper motion, respectively.
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system ever, with a Sun-like star, a giant planet at the same
distance as Jupiter, and close-in rocky planets.
Considering that the blend is very likely to be the host of the
planet, the estimated metallicity of the host star of [Fe/
H]=−0.24 (Section 4) indicates that planet is a super-Jupiter
orbiting a metal-poor host star. While there is a well-known
correlation between giant planet frequency and host star
metallicity, about 3% of metal-poor stars host giant planets
(Gonzalez 1997; Santos et al. 2004; Fischer & Valenti 2005).
Figure 11 compares OGLE-2018-BLG-0740Lb with other
known giant exoplanets (1MJMp 13MJ) orbiting solar-type
stars (0.8MeM 1.1Me). The discovered microlensing
planet is located in a relatively underpopulated portion of
exoplanet parameter space (large, distant planets orbiting low-
metallicity stars), but is similar to planets reported in Santos
et al. (2010), Marmier et al. (2013), and Teske et al. (2016),
which are all in systems with only one known planet.
8. Conclusion
We presented the analysis of the microlensing event OGLE-
2018-BLG-0740, which exhibited a strong short-term anomaly
in the lensing light curve. We tested various interpretations of
the anomaly and found that the event was produced by a
planetary system. Despite the very strong signal, however,
interpreting the anomaly suffered from two types of degen-
eracies, in which one was caused by the previously known
close/wide degeneracy, while the other degeneracy was caused
by the ambiguity in the normalized source radius, ﬁnite/point-
source degeneracy, due to the incomplete coverage of the
anomaly. With the external information obtained from astro-
metric and spectroscopic observations, we identiﬁed that the
lens was the blend and this led to the resolution of the ﬁnite/
point-source degeneracy in strong favor of the point-source
solution. It was found that the lens was a planetary system
composed of a super-Jupiter planet around a solar-mass star
located at a distance of ∼3kpc. The bright nature of the lens
combined with its dominance of the observed ﬂux suggested
that the period and eccentricity of the microlensing planet could
be measured for the ﬁrst time via RV observations using a
high-resolution spectrometers mounted on large telescopes. We
presented the expected RV amplitude for future spectroscopic
observation.
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